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Circular

A circular swept surface forces the cross section to be circular. As with the linear sweep, the profile is defined implicitly based on your options, rather than as a separate profile element.

Open the **Swept Surfaces - Circular** document. You should see some wireframe geometry.

Select the sweep icon. The **Swept Surface Definition** window appears.

**Three guides**

Change the **Profile** type to circle and the **Subtype** to **Three guides**. The options change.

![](image)

**Subtype**

Specifies what type of circle swept surface you are going to create. This determines the **Mandatory elements** and the **Optional elements**. You can choose from **Three guides**, **Two guides and radius**, **Center and two angles**, **Center and radius**, **Two guides and tangency surface** or **One guide and tangency surface**.

**Mandatory elements**

**Guide curve 1,2,3**  Defines the three curves through which the circle will pass
Select the four curves as shown below and select Preview. The surface passes through the three guide curves and uses the other curve as its spine. The cross section remains circular with respect to the normal planes of the spine.
Two guides and radius

Change the **Subtype** to **Two guides and radius**. The options change.

**Mandatory elements**

*Guide curve 1,2* Defines the two curves through which the circle will pass

*Radius* Specifies the radius of the circle cross section

**Optional elements**

*Solution(s)* Allows you to select which solution to generate

Notice that since you had defined three guides and a spine earlier, this option automatically uses the first two guides and the spine.
**Key 1.5 for the Radius and select Preview.** There are four possible solutions. The first one is highlighted.

Select the >> button until you get the second solution, then select *OK*.

Hide this surface.
Center and two angles

Select the sweep icon again. The Swept Surface Definition window appears.

Change the Subtype to Center and two angles. The options change.

Mandatory elements

Center curve Defines the curve that represents the center of the circle
Reference curve Defines the curve used as the base for the angles as well as the radius of the circle
Angle 1,2 Specifies a starting and ending angle for the circle

Optional elements

Use fixed radius Specifies the radius you want the circle to have, thus using the Reference curve only for an angle reference
Select the two curves as shown below, key -45.0 for Angle 1 and 45.0 for Angle 2. Select the reference curve again to define the spine and select Preview. The surface appears centered around the first curve and passing through the second curve. If you were to turn on the Use fixed radius option and specify a value, the reference curve would only be used to determine the angles and the surface would not pass through the curve.

Select OK. The surface is created.
Center and radius

Select the sweep icon again. The Swept Surface Definition window appears.

Change the Subtype to Center and radius. The options change.

Mandatory elements

Center curve Defines the curve that represents the center of the circle

Radius Specifies the radius of the circle

Select the curve as shown below, key 1.5 for the Radius and select Preview. The surface appears. By default the spine is the Center curve. This option is excellent for making quick pipes or tubing.

Select OK. The surface is created.
Two guides and tangency surface

Select the sweep icon again. The Swept Surface Definition window appears.

Change the Subtype to Two guides and tangency surface. The options change.

Mandatory elements

- **Limit curve with tangency** Defines the curve on the Tangency surface that will define one end of the circle
- **Tangency surface** Defines the surface to which the circle will be tangent
- **Limit curve** Defines the other end of the circle
Select the curves and surface as shown below and select Preview. Two solutions appear. Both are tangent to the existing surface and contain the two curves. By default the first curve is the spine.

Keep the first solution and select OK. The surface is created.
One guide and tangency surface

Select the sweep icon again. The Swept Surface Definition window appears.

Change the Subtype to One guide and tangency surface. The options change.

Mandatory elements

- **Guide curve 1**: Defines one limit of the circle
- **Tangency surface**: Defines the surface to which the circle will be tangent
- **Radius**: Specifies the radius of the circle. It needs to be large enough for the circle to exist between the tangent of the surface and the curve.

Optional elements

- **Trim with tangency surface**: Trims the Tangency surface
Select the curve and surface as shown below, key 1.5 for the **Radius** and select **Preview**. Two solutions appear. Both solutions go from the curve to the tangent of the surface using a radius of 1.5 inches. Again, by default, the first curve is the spine.

Keep the first solution and select **OK**. The surface is created.

Save and close your document.
Conical

A conical swept surface forces the cross section to be a conic. You can choose to have two, three, four or five guides to define the surface. However, the number of guides you use will limit the number of tangencies you can define. Regardless of which options you choose, the cross section will always remain conical.

Open the Swept Surfaces - Conical document. You should see some wireframe geometry and some surfaces.

Select the sweep icon. The Swept Surface Definition window appears.

Two guide curves

Change the Profile type to conic and the Subtype to Two guide curves. The options change.

Subtype

Specifies what type of conical swept surface you are going to create. This determines the Mandatory elements and the Optional elements. You can choose from Two guide curves, Three guide curves, Four guide curves or Five guide curves.
Mandatory elements

Guide curve 1, Last: Defines the two curves that will be used as the beginning and the end of the conic.

Tangency: Defines the tangency at that guide curve.

Angle: Modifies the tangency by a specified angle.

Parameter: Specifies the conic parameter to use. The parameter determines the type of conic that will be created.

Select the two curves and the respective surfaces and the line as shown below, key 0.5 for the Parameter, and select Preview. The surface appears; it is tangent to the two existing surfaces and due to the parameter, is parabolic in shape. The parameter determines the type of conical curve that is created, as explained in the conic section. The parameter can vary as it follows the spine, if you use a law.

Note: You were able to define two tangencies but you had to define a parameter.

Select Cancel. The window closes.
Three guide curves

Select the sweep icon again. The Swept Surface Definition window appears.

Change the Subtype to Three guide curves. The options change.

Mandatory elements

Guide curve 1,2, Last

Defines the three curves that will be used to define the conic. The first and last define the beginning and the end of the conic. The second one defines a curve that the conic will pass through, instead of using a parameter value.
Select the three curves, the two surfaces and the line as shown below and select **Preview**. The surface appears, passing through the second guide curve instead of using a parameter.

Select **Cancel**. The window closes.
Four guide curves

Select the sweep icon again. The Swept Surface Definition window appears.

Change the Subtype to Four guide curves. The options change.

Mandatory elements

Guide curve 1,2,3, Last
Defines the four curves that will be used to define the conic. The first and the last one define the beginning and end of the conic. The other two define curves that the conic will pass through. With this option, only one tangency can be defined.
Select the four curves, the surface and the line as shown below and select Preview. The surface appears, passing through all four curves and tangent to the surface.

Select Cancel. The window closes.
Five guide curves

Select the sweep icon again. The Swept Surface Definition window appears.

Change the Subtype to Five guide curves. The options change.

Mandatory elements

**Guide curve 1, 2, 3, 4, Last**

Defines the five curves that will be used to define the conic. The first and the last one define the beginning and end of the conic. The other three define curves that the conic will pass through. With this option, no tangencies can be defined.
Select the five curves and the line as shown below and select Preview. The surface appears, passing through all five curves.

Select OK. The surface is created.

Save and close your document.
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